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Abstract 
The syntactic structure of numbers in Arabic mainly differs from that of He-
brew in terms of the order of units and decades. In Arabic (inverted), 
two-digit numbers are written and read from right to left, i.e. the first digit is 
the units and the second is the decades (24 = four and twenty), while in He-
brew (non-inverted), the reverse. Therefore, studying transcoding in the two 
languages may enable us to tease out the relative effects of linguistic expe-
rience (first versus second language) and counting system transparency i.e. 
the syntactic representation of numbers (inverted versus non-inverted num-
ber system). For this purpose, the paradigm of reading and writing two-digit 
numbers from dictation, in both languages was used. Sixty university bilin-
gual students were given two tasks in both Arabic-L1 (First language) and 
Hebrew-L2 (Second language): One task involved writing two-digit numbers 
to dictation, and the other involved reading two-digit numbers aloud. Read-
ing times and the error rates were calculated in both languages according to 
type of error—total errors, substitution errors (replacement of two-digit 
number units with decades, and vice versa; for example, 23 » 32), change er-
rors (change of one digit 23 » 28), and omission errors (omission of one digit; 
for example 23 » 2). The participants made some errors in reading and espe-
cially in writing two-digit numbers. Their commonest errors were substitu-
tion errors compared to change and omission errors. Such errors were com-
moner for numbers which require processing the numerical syntactic struc-
ture than for decade numbers, or numbers from 11 to 19, which require less 
attention to numerical syntax. Speed and accuracy are greater in Arabic-L1 
than Hebrew-L2, although the Arabic counting system has the inversion fea-
ture, and is thus less transparent than Hebrew. It is concluded that familiarity 
with the verbal counting system of the first language has a greater influence 
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on transcoding than the transparency of the counting system. Theoretical and 
practical implications are discussed. 
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1. Introduction 

Numbers may be presented differently; for example, Arabic numerals (0123456789) 
are distinct from Hindi numerals (۰۱۲۳٤٥٦۷۸۹), and verbal numbers (one, two, 
three) and may vary by language. These diverse representations evoke various 
mental processes that are involved in the understanding, calculation, and produc-
tion of Arabic numerals and verbal numbers (number words) (Dehaene, 1992). 

Naturally, number words are employed mainly in spoken language (as in a 
conversation) but are often used also when writing small numbers (two oranges, 
five cars). In contrast, Arabic numerals are used mostly to write multi-digit 
numbers (27, 564) and in mathematical calculations. All educated adults can 
shift from one notational system (number symbol) to another without substan-
tial difficulty. They can write an Arabic numeral according to dictation or read 
an Arabic numeral aloud; for example, 4 is equal to ארבע in Hebrew, أربعة in 
Arabic, and four in English. This step of translating numbers from one context 
to another is called “transcoding” or “conversion” and is considered a crucial 
aspect of number processing. 

Transcoding is involved in many daily activities, such as telling the time, 
reading a price, or using telephone numbers, and it is also a prerequisite for cal-
culations. However, transcoding processes are not as easy as they might initially 
seem to be. The difficulty of transcoding has been studied in children, who re-
quire several years of practice to acquire the relevant skills (Brizuela & Cayton, 
2008; Cayton & Brizuel a, 2007; Noel & Turconi, 1999; Power & Dal Martello, 
1990; 1997; Scheuer, Sinclair, Merlo de Rivas, & Tieche-Christinat, 2000; Seron 
& Fayol, 1994; Zhou, Wang, Wang, & Wang, 2006), and well as in adults with 
dyscalculia caused by brain damage (Deloche & Seron, 1982a, b; Seron & De-
loche, 984; Seron & Noel, 1995). 

According to the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis (Whorf, 1956) language influences 
mechanisms of thinking, including mechanisms of number processing 
(Butterworth, Reeve, Reynolds, & Lloyd, 2008; De Cruz, 2009). While few no-
wadays would accept the strong form of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, there is 
evidence for a weak Whorfian effect on numerical abilities. The structure of the 
verbal counting system has some effect on the number processing and arithmet-
ic. For example, some aspects of number processing appear to be easier in lan-
guages such as Chinese, Japanese, Korean and Welsh, which have a transparent 
counting system, where the decades and units are expressed very explicitly 
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(Dowker, Bala, & Lloyd, 2008; Miura, Kim, Chang, & Okamoto, 1988) and their 
acquisition in mathematical operations. Therefore, recent studies on number 
processing have centered on how and to what degree language affects number 
processing (Brysbaert, Fias, & Noel, 1998; Nuerk, Weger, & Willmes, 2005). 

There are many types of numerical systems around the world with different 
internal structures. They vary in their lexical structure, namely in the system of 
words used to represent numbers (Arabic: واحد, اثنان, ثالثھ; Hebrew: שתיים, אחד ,
-English: one, two, three), as well as in the syntactic structure, i.e. how indi ;שלש
vidual lexical units are composed in order to generate a larger verbal number 
(Comrie, 2005). In addition to the verbal number systems, there are digit num-
ber systems that also vary in their internal structure. They differ in their lexical 
structure, or the system of symbols used to represent the digits (۰۱۲۳٤٥٦۷۸۹ in 
Arabic versus 0123456789 in English and Hebrew), and in their syntactic struc-
ture, or the order of units, decades, and hundreds, etc. Thus, the transcoding of 
numbers from one system (verbal or digits) to another requires control of the 
coding mechanisms of these verbal and digit systems. 

Number order and the inversion feature 
One aspect of counting systems that differs between languages, concerns sim-

ple syntax as the order of units and decades. In most languages, the decades pre-
cede the units in the verbal counting system, as they do in the so-called Arabic 
numeral system, as well as the Hindi numeral system which is used by most 
contemporary Arabic-speakers. In a few languages, the units precede the decade 
numbers in the verbal counting system (e.g. “two and thirty” for 32). This is 
usually known as the inversion feature, as the order of decades and units in the 
verbal counting system is an inversion of their order in the written digit system. 
Languages that have the inversion feature include German, Dutch and some-
times Czech and Norwegian among European languages, and Arabic among 
Middle Eastern languages. 

Cross-cultural studies of transcoding between number words and numerals 
have given insights into the influences of the counting system on number 
processing (Bahnmueller, Moeller, & Nuerk, 2018; Dowker & Nuerk, 2016; 
Göbel, Shaki, & Fischer, 2011; Seron & Fayol, 1994). 

There have been several studies, mostly with European languages, which in-
dicate that the inversion feature affects some aspects of number processing. 
Some aspects of number processing, in particular transcoding, have been found 
to be more difficult in German and Dutch, than in European languages without 
the inversion feature. German and Dutch participants make more errors, and 
especially more substitution errors (e.g. writing 43 as 34), when writing digit 
numbers to dictation than those from other European countries with compara-
ble educational systems but without the inversion feature (Göbel, Moeller, 
Kaufmann, et al., 2014; Pixner, Moeller, Hermanova, Nuerk, & Kaufmann, 2011; 
Zuber, Pixner, Moeller, & Nuerk, 2009). In the German language, where the unit 
digit precedes the decade digit, more substitution errors have been found than in 
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languages without this characteristic (Zuber et al., 2009; see also Blanken, Dorn, 
& Sinn, 1997; Proios, Weniger, & Willmes, 2002). In a transcoding study in the 
Czech language, in which numbers can be represented either as “units-decades” 
or “decades-units,” this order of number words affected the number transcoding 
errors (Pixner, Zuber, Hermanova, Kaufmann, Nuerk, & Moeller, 2011). These 
findings clearly indicate that the building linguistic structures, such as the com-
plex structure of two-digit numbers in French or reverse word number order in 
German, influence number transcoding. 

Imbo, Vanden Bulcke, DeBrauwer and Fias (2014) asked child speakers of 
Dutch (an inverted number language) and French (a non-inverted number lan-
guage) to write Arabic digits to dictation. Although the number of change errors 
(e.g., hearing 46 but writing 56) was equal in both groups, the number of substi-
tution errors (e.g., hearing 46 but writing 64) was significantly higher in 
Dutch-speaking than in French-speaking children. Regression analyses con-
firmed that language was the only significant predictor of substitution errors. 

Most studies have been conducted with children, but similar effects have been 
found with adults. For example, Lonneman and Yan (2015) found that both 
German and Chinese participants were slower at addition problems that in-
volved carrying than those that did not, but the effect was significantly greater for 
the German participants. Brysbaert et al. (1998) found that adult French speakers 
were better than adult Dutch speakers at reading two-digit numbers aloud, though 
not at typing the numbers. Thus, the effects of the inversion feature, do not cease 
to exist even after individuals have become proficient in counting and basic arith-
metic, though these effects may be circumscribed: e.g. adults’ three-digit number 
processing does not differ in inverted and non-inverted counting systems (Bahn-
mueller, Moeller, Mann and Nuerk, 2015). 

There have been far fewer studies of number processing in Arabic and other 
Middle Eastern languages than in European or Pacific Rim languages; but there 
are some studies which have highlighted the special characteristics of Arabic 
number processing (Everett, 2005; Ganayim & Ibrahim, 2014; Ganayim & Ibra-
him, 2015; Nuerk, Weger, & Willmes, 2005; Prior, Katz, Mahaina, & Rubinsten, 
2015; Shaki, Fisher, & Petrusic, 2009). 

The present study 
The present study deals with bilingual speakers of Arabic, which has the in-

version feature, and Hebrew, which does not. It aims to investigate transcoding 
in the two languages, and to investigate whether performance is influenced by 
the language being spoken. 

The present study investigates the special Arabic numerical system, wherein 
numbers in general and two-digit numbers in particular differ both lexically and 
syntactically from the numerical system of the Hebrew language. Arabic is, per-
haps ironically, one of the few major modern languages that does not use 
so-called Arabic numerals, the lexical structure of numbers in Arabic consists of 
the format (۰۱۲۳٤٥٦۷۸۹), while in Hebrew, as in most other languages it has the 
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format of (0123456789). The syntactic structure of numbers in Arabic mainly 
differs from that of Hebrew in terms of the order of units and decades. In Arab-
ic, two-digit numbers are written and read from right to left, i.e. the first digit is 
the units and the second is the decades (24 = four and twenty), while in Hebrew 
or English, the reading and writing of two-digit numbers occurs from left to 
right, i.e. the decades digit comes first followed by the units digit (24 = twen-
ty-four). Reversing the order of units and decades in Arabic is a basic, inherent 
feature of two-digit and multi-digit numbers. The contrast between Hebrew and 
Arabic in this respect is the main focus of the present study. 

Objectives and hypotheses 
This study investigates the effect of the syntactic representation of numbers in 

Arabic on the task of transcoding. For this purpose, it uses the paradigm of 
reading and writing two-digit numbers from dictation (Brizuela & Cayton, 2008; 
Cayton & Brizuela, 2007; Power & Dal Martello, 1990; Scheuer, Sinclair, Merlo 
de Rivas, & Tieche-Christinat, 2000; Zhou, Wang, Wang, & Wang, 2006). The 
participants were bilinguals with Arabic as their first language and Hebrew as a 
second language. They performed two transcoding tasks, namely reading 
two-digit numbers and writing two-digit numbers from dictation, in both lan-
guages. Reading times and the error rates were calculated in both languages ac-
cording to type of error—total errors, substitution errors (replacement of 
two-digit number units with decades, and vice versa; for example, 23 » 32), 
change errors (change of one digit 23 » 28), and omission errors (omission of 
one digit; for example 23 » 2) If there is an effect of language structure on tran-
scoding, we expect that differences in participants’ performance according to the 
language of the transcoding tasks will be apparent in the reading times and the 
substitution error rates (e.g. reading or writing 23 as 32 or thirty-two). 

The current study examined how the transparency and inversion features of the 
number system influence the basic mathematical skill of transcoding. It involved 
the measurement of reading times for two-digit numbers using a stopwatch as well 
as error rates in writing two-digit numbers in Arabic and Hebrew. We anticipated 
differences in reading times and error rates between Arabic and Hebrew due to the 
inversion feature of two-digit numbers in Arabic compared to Hebrew. 

Most Arab citizens of Israel speak Arabic as a first language and Hebrew as a 
second. Therefore, studying their performance in the two languages may enable 
us to tease out the relative effects of linguistic experience (first versus second 
language) and counting system transparency (inverted versus non-inverted 
number system). If linguistic experience is more important, one might expect 
them to perform better in transcoding tasks in Arabic as their first language; if 
counting system transparency is more important, one might expect them to 
perform better in Hebrew, which has a non-inverted counting system. 

2. Method 

Participants: Sixty university students (40 male, 20 female) between the ages of 
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20 and 35 years (Mean = 26.8, SD = 5.16). All students were bilingual and spoke 
Arabic as their first language (L1) and Hebrew as a second language (L2). All 
students were proficient in Arabic as the main teaching language in school and 
proficient in Hebrew since they learned Hebrew from second grade until univer-
sity. Although the teaching language of the participants in school years was 
Arabic, the math text books were in Arabic in elementary school and in Hebrew 
in junior high school and high school. All the participants were attending a He-
brew-speaking university which had strict Hebrew proficiency requirements for 
enrolment. According to self-reports, none of them suffered from specific diffi-
culties in mathematics or other academic issues. 

Materials and Procedure 

Task: The transcoding tasks in Arabic and Hebrew consisted of two blocks: the 
writing of digit numbers read by the experimenter and the reading of two-digit 
numbers aloud (Brizuela & Cayton, 2008; Cayton & Brizuela, 2007; Power & Dal 
Martello, 1990; Scheuer, Sinclair, Merlo de Rivas, & Tieche-Christinat, 2000; Zhou, 
Wang, Wang, & Wang, 2006). Transcoding in both directions of writing and read-
ing were tested to avoid dependency on the number input format. Each block was 
composed of 89 transcoding two-digit numbers. To compare the performance of 
students, numbers ranged from 10 and 100 and included 29 numbers between 
10-20 as well as 29 whole tens (e.g. 60) and 31 remaining two-digit numbers. The 
order in which numbers were presented was random and different for each student. 

Procedure: The experimenter tested each student individually in a quiet 
room. Students and the experimenter were seated at a table so that students 
could not read the comments that were written about their performance. Stu-
dents did not receive any feedback about their answers. They could request a 
short break during the test if they desired one, but they could not do so during 
the number reading task since the reading time was measured. 

For the transcoding tasks, students were asked to write digit numbers from 
dictation and to read numbers in Hebrew and Arabic. In the number writing 
from dictation task, students were prompted to write numbers from dictation on 
a blank sheet of white paper (A4). The experimenter dictated one two-digit 
number at a time to the students. If necessary or the student did not hear the 
number, the experimenter dictated the number again. 

In the number reading task, students received a list of two-digit numbers. In 
each block, the experimenter initially provided two examples for students as an 
introduction to the task. During the number reading task, the experimenter 
measured the time with a stopwatch. The number reading task and number 
writing from dictation task were performed alternately in Arabic and Hebrew. 

3. Results 

Number reading task 
The average reading time in seconds for the number list was calculated for 
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each language. A paired t-test of the significant main effe average reading times 
in Arabic and Hebrew was performed. A ct of language was observed (t [58] = 
3.9, p < 0.0001, d = 0.675), and reading times for numbers in Arabic (Mean = 
84.25, SD = 36.1) were lower than reading times in Hebrew (Mean = 110.37, SD 
= 41.16). 

The error rates were calculated in both languages according to type of er-
ror—total errors, substitution errors (replacement of two-digit number units 
with decades, and vice versa; for example, 23 » 32), change errors (change of one 
digit 23 » 28), and omission errors (omission of one digit; for example 23 » 
2)—as a function of the three number categories – two-digit numbers between 
11 and 19 (e.g. 11, 12, 13), two-digit numbers of whole tens (e.g. 20, 30, 40), and 
the remaining two-digit numbers (e.g. 43, 62). A repeated measures analysis of 
variance (RM-ANOVA) of the error rates was conducted with the language, er-
ror types, and number categories as within-subject variables. 

No significant main effect of the language was observed (F [1, 58] = 0.26, MSE 
= 0.045, p = 0.61). Thus, the error rates in Arabic (Mean: 2.54%, SD: 1.2%) were 
similar to those in Hebrew (Mean: 3.22%, SD: 1.1%). 

A significant main effect of the number category was observed (F [2, 116] = 
16.96, MSE = 2.715, p < 0.0001, η2 = 0.752). In a post-hoc analysis of paired 
comparisons of error rate differences, the error rates of students in the remain-
ing two-digit number category (e.g. 43, 62) were higher than those in the num-
ber category of 11 to 19 and whole tens (e.g. 20, 30, 40) that were similar (see 
Figure 1). 

Significant main effect of the error type was observed (F [3, 174) = 14.67, MSE 
= 0.763, p < 0.0001, η2 = 0.705). In a post-hoc analysis of paired comparisons of 
error rate differences, the error rates of substitution exceeded those of change 
errors and omission errors, which were lower and similar (see Figure 2). 

 

 
Figure 1. The error rates are a function of two-digit numbers categories (11-19, whole 
tens, the remaining numbers). 
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Figure 2. Error rates are a function of error type (total, substitution, change, omision). 
 

No interaction was observed between the language (Arabic, Hebrew) and the 
number category (11-19, whole tens, the remaining numbers) (F [2, 116] = 0.31, 
MSE = 0.054, p = 0.73). 

No interaction was observed between the language (Arabic, Hebrew) and the 
error type (total, substitution, change, omission) (F [3, 174] = 0.59, MSE = 0.36, 
p = 0.623). 

A significant interaction between the number category (11-19, whole tens, the 
remaining numbers) and the error type (total, substitution, change, omission) 
was observed (F [6, 348] = 14.4, MSE = 0.751, p < 0.0001, η2 = 0.699). In a 
post-hoc analysis of paired comparisons of differences in error rates, there was 
no difference in the error rates of omission according to the number category. 
Change error rates were lower for two-digit numbers of whole tens and 11 to 19 
but were significantly higher for the remaining numbers category. The error 
rates of substitution were lower and similar for two-digit numbers of whole tens 
and two-digit numbers from 11 to 19 but were significantly higher for the re-
maining two-digit numbers category (see Figure 3). 

No significant three-way interaction between the language (Arabic, Hebrew), 
the number category (11-19, whole tens, the remaining numbers), and the error 
type (total, substitution, change, omission) was observed (F [6, 348] = 0.68, MSE 
= 0.041, p = 0.663). 

Results of number writing from dictation task 
The error rates were calculated for both languages (Arabic, Hebrew) for type 

of error—total errors, substitution errors (replacement of two-digit number 
units with decades, and vice versa; for example, 23 » 32), change errors (change 
of one digit 23 » 28), and omission errors (omission of one digit, for example 23 
» 2)—as a function of the three number categories—two-digit numbers between 
11 and 19 (e.g. 11, 12, 13), two-digit numbers of whole tens (e.g. 20, 30, 40), and  
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Figure 3. Presents the error rates according to the number category (11-19, whole tens, 
the remaining numbers) and the error type (total, subsitution, change, omission). 

 
the remaining two-digit numbers (for example, 43 and 62). An RM-ANOVA of 
the error rates was performed with the language, error type, and number cate-
gory as within-subject variables. 

A significant main effect of language was observed (F [1, 58] = 6.68, MSE = 
0.723, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.476), and error rates for two-digit number writing from 
dictation were lower in Arabic (Mean = 0.4%, SD = 1.3%) than in Hebrew 
(Mean = 3.54%, SD = 1.4%). 

A significant main effect of the number category was observed (F [2, 116] = 
3.96, MSE = 0.511, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.366). In a post-hoc analysis of paired com-
parisons of error rate differences, the error rates of students in the remaining 
two-digit numbers category (e.g. 43, 62) and in the number category of 11 to 19 
were similar and higher than in whole tens (e.g. 20, 30, 40) that were similar (see 
Figure 4). 

A significant main effect of error type was observed (F [3, 174] = 9.42, MSE = 
0.45, p < 0.0001, η2 = 0.565). In a post-hoc analysis of paired comparisons of er-
ror rate differences, the error rates of substitution were higher than change er-
rors and omission errors, which were lower and similar (see Figure 5). 

No interaction was observed between the language (Arabic, Hebrew) and the 
number category (11-19, whole tens, the remaining numbers) (F [2, 116] = 1.63, 
MSE = 0.274, p = 0.2). 

A significant interaction was observed between the language (Arabic, Hebrew) 
and the error type (total, substitution, change, omission) (F [3, 174] = 3.42, MSE 
= 0.13, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.34). In a post-hoc analysis of paired comparisons of error 
rate differences, a significant difference in substitution error was observed be-
tween Arabic and Hebrew. Substitution error rates in two-digit number writing  
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Figure 4. The error rates are a function of the two-digit number category (11-19, whole 
tens, the remaining numbers). 

 

 

Figure 5. Error rates are a fuction of the error type (total, substitution, change, omission). 
 

from dictation were higher in Hebrew than in Arabic. However, no differences 
were observed in change error rates and omission error rates between Arabic 
and Hebrew (see Figure 6). 

A significant interaction was observed between the number category (11-19, 
whole tens, the remaining numbers) and the error type (total, substitution, 
change, omission) (F [6, 348] = 6.83, MSE = 0.269, p < 0.0001, η2 = 0.481). In a 
post-hoc analysis of paired comparisons of differences in error rates, there was 
no difference in the error rates of omission according to the number category. 
Additionally, the change error rates were lower for two-digit numbers of whole 
tens and 11 to 19 but were significantly higher for the remaining numbers cate-
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gory. The error rates of substitution were lower and similar for two-digit num-
bers of whole tens and two-digit numbers from 11 to 19 but were significantly 
higher for the remaining two-digit number category (see Figure 7). 

A significant three-way interaction was observed between the language 
(Arabic, Hebrew), the number category (11-19, whole tens, the remaining num-
bers), and the error type (total, substitution, change, omission) (F [6, 348] = 
2.15, MSE = 0.107, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.27). In a post-hoc analysis of paired compar-
isons of error rate differences in Arabic, there was no difference in the various 
types of error rates (total, substitution, change, omission) according to the 
number category (11-19, whole tens, the remaining numbers). In addition, in a 
post-hoc analysis of paired comparisons of differences in error rates in Hebrew, 
there was no difference in the change and omission types of error rates accord-
ing to the number category, although the error rates of substitution were lower  

 

 

Figure 6. Indicates the error rates according to the language (Arabic, Hebrew) and the 
error type (total, subsitution, change, omission). 

 

 

Figure 7. Illustrates the error rates according to the number category (11-19, whole tens, 
the remaining numbers) and the error type (total, substitution, change, omission). 
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and similar in two-digit numbers of whole tens and two-digit numbers from 11 
to 19 and were significantly higher in the remaining two-digit number category 
(see Figure 8, Figure 9). 

To identify any differences in error rates according to language (Arabic, He-
brew) between the two-digit number reading task and the two-digit number 
writing from dictation task, a mixed RM ANOVA of the error rates was per-
formed. Transcoding tasks were the between-subject variable, and the languages 
were the within-subject variable. 

No significant main effect of the transcoding task was observed (F [1, 58] = 
0.356, MSE = 0.356, p = 0.553). Thus, the error rates in the number reading task  

 

 

Figure 8. Displys the error rates in Arabic according to the number category (11-19, 
whole tens, the remaining numbers) and the error type (total, substution, change, omission). 

 

 

Figure 9. Indicates the error rates in Hebrew according to the number category (11-19, 
whole tens, the remaining numbers) and the error type (total, substution, change, omis-
sion). 
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(Mean: 5.74%, SD: 1.38%) were similar to those in the number writing from dic-
tation task (Mean: 4.73%, SD: 1.15%). In addition, no significant main effect of 
the language was observed (F [1, 58] = 3.473, MSE = 3.473, p = 0.067), although 
there was a tendency toward significance, and the error rates in Arabic (Mean: 
3.54%, SD: 1.03%) were similar to those in Hebrew (Mean: 6.932%, SD: 1.5%). 

Finally, no interaction was evident between the transcoding task (number 
reading, number writing from dictation) and the language (Arabic, Hebrew) (F 
[1, 58] = 1.736, MSE = 1.736, p = 0.193). 

4. Discussion 

The current research findings suggest that the first language (L1) of bilinguals 
has a stronger influence on two-digit number reading compared to the second 
language (L2), as the reading times of two-digit numbers in Arabic (L1) were 
shorter than those in Hebrew (L2). The error rates in writing two-digit numbers 
from dictation in Arabic were lower than those in Hebrew. Substitution error 
rates were higher in Hebrew. 

However, many aspects of two-digit number reading were similar in the two 
languages. Error rates were similar in the two languages, and so were the relative 
frequencies of the different types of error. In both languages, substitution errors 
were more frequent than change and omission errors. There were also similar 
number type effects in both languages, error rates were lower for the 11-19 
numbers and the decade numbers than for the remaining two-digit numbers, for 
which syntactic structure was more central. There was no interaction between 
the effects of number type and of language. In Arabic (L1), there were no differ-
ences in types of error rates (total, substitution, change, omission) according to 
the number category (11-19, decade numbers, the remaining numbers). In He-
brew (L2), there were no differences in the change and omission types of error 
rates according to the number category. However, the substitution error rates 
were lower and in 11-19 numbers and decade numbers than in the remaining 
numbers. 

Thus, the language of dictation affects adult bilinguals in the process of tran-
scoding two-digit numbers from dictation. This effect is particularly evident for 
error rates (or accuracy), which were lower in the first language (Arabic) than in 
the second language (Hebrew). Moreover, the language of two-digit numbers 
differentially affected the error types (total, substitution, change, omission) ac-
cording to the number category (11-19, whole tens, the remaining numbers). 
The results suggest that the different syntactic structure of two-digit numbers 
(order of units and decades) of the numerical system and the inversion feature in 
particular in the first language (Arabic-L1: units-decades) compared to the 
second language (Hebrew-L2: decades-units) significantly affects the transcod-
ing process in writing two-digit numbers from dictation. 

Error rates of change (e.g. representing 32 as thirty-five or fifty-two instead of 
thirty-two) in two-digit number transcoding in reading and writing from dicta-
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tion were low as previously found even with children. Seron, Deloche and Noel 
(1991) found that French- and Belgian-speaking children rarely evidenced lexi-
cal difficulties at a younger age in incorrect use or selection of word numbers or 
digits to represent numbers (e.g. using the word “five” to represent four, or vice 
versa) (Seron, Deloche, & Noel, 1991). The adults in this study made very few 
such errors, and, no logogram errors (e.g. writing thirty-two as 203) at all. 

The low error rates of omission (e.g. representing thirty-two as three or two) 
in transcoding two-digit numbers in reading and writing from dictation indicate 
that some adult bilinguals also ignored several digits when they were not able to 
read the two-digit numbers, which reinforces the earlier findings concerning of 
similar errors of this type among Italian children (Power & Dal Martello, 1997).  

There is remarkable similarity between the performance of Arabic-speaking 
adults and German speakers compared to French speakers The type of errors 
appears to reflect the inversion feature that complicates the writing of two-digit 
numbers from dictation, as substitution error rates were high and predominated 
over other error types (Zuber et al., 2009; see also Blanken et al., 1997; Proios et 
al,, 2002). Since participants were proficient in Arabic as their first language (L1) 
and Hebrew as a second language (L2) (learned Hebrew from second grade until 
university), no significant difference was found in error rates between Arabic 
and Hebrew in the reading two-digit numbers task. 

The present study suggest that error rates are higher for numbers with a more 
complex units and decades structure, that requires more working memory ca-
pacity. This complexity is more pronounced in two-digit numbers, where 
processing depends on the numerical syntactic structure than in numbers that de-
pend less on a numerical syntactic structure (numbers 19-11) or those that lack 
such a structure (decade numbers. These differences are particularly marked with 
regard to substitution error rates. This pattern was found in both Hebrew and 
Arabic, but somewhat more so in Hebrew. Performance was somewhat worse in 
Hebrew, the participants’ second language, even though Hebrew is non-inverted. 

Thus, the participants’ familiarity with the language seemed to be a greater in-
fluence on their performance than the correspondence within the language be-
tween the oral counting system and the written number system. Although the 
Hebrew counting system is more transparent than the Arabic counting system, 
as it does not have the inversion feature, the tasks were still somewhat more dif-
ficult for the participants in Hebrew than in Arabic. It should be noted that all 
the participants were attending a Hebrew-speaking university, where they were 
studying, reading and speaking in Hebrew much of the time; and which had 
strict Hebrew proficiency requirements for enrolment. Admittedly, we do not 
have information as to the Hebrew proficiency level of individuals, and it would 
be desirable to include this factor in future studies. Nevertheless, we can assume 
that all participants had a high level of proficiency in their second language. De-
spite this, and despite the fact that the tasks involved only transcoding and not 
calculation, the language had a significant effect on performance. 
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Some researchers have argued that bilinguals and multi-linguals prefer to use 
their first language to perform mental calculations because of the rapid coding in 
their first language (Dewaele, 2007; McClain & Shin Huang, 1982), which could 
explain the difference in reading times of two-digit numbers in favor of the first 
language (Arabic-L1) over the second language (Hebrew-L2) and the lower error 
rates in Arabic-L1 compared to in Hebrew-L2 in the two-digit number writing 
from dictation task. This finding resembles that of a previous study, which con-
cluded that bilinguals performed mathematical calculations more quickly and 
accurately when calculations were presented in their first language (L1) com-
pared to in their second language (L2) (Frenck-Mestre & Vaid, 1993; Ganayim & 
Ibrahim, 2014; Ganayim & Ibrahim, 2015). It is also notable that in the current 
study, the number reading skills of participants in their second language (He-
brew-L2) were better than their writing skills. 

These effects were only on the syntactic aspects of transcoding, not the lexical 
aspects, where performance in both languages was near-perfect. Thus, the par-
ticipants’ performance indicates that they had highly effective control on the 
number lexicons in both their first and their second language, but that they had 
imperfect command of numerical syntax, as reflected in the frequency systematic 
substitution errors in transcoding in general and in two-digit number writing 
from dictation in particular. This was especially true in the second language and 
was most marked for those two-digit numbers that relied the most on numerical 
syntactic structure. This is consistent with the participants’ near-perfect lexical 
performance and weaker syntactic performance; with the participants’ greater 
difficulty with numbers that required more syntactic processing and were less 
likely to remembered as strings; and with their better performance on tasks in 
the first language, where there was presumably greater practice in childhood. 

These findings may have some parallels with those of Booth, Clenton and Van 
Herwegen (2018), with regard to word order processing in a second language. 
Booth et al. (2018) gave syntactic and semantic tasks involving English word 
strings to individuals who were learning English as a second language. One 
group came from Italic Indo-European language first language backgrounds 
(French, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian and Romanian) whose default word order 
is subject-verb-object, as is the case for English. The other group’s first language 
was Japanese, whose default word order is subject-object-verb. The Japanese 
participants were slower than the Indo-European first-language participants for 
both syntactic and semantic judgements and made more errors for semantic but 
not syntactic tasks. This suggests that people are poorer at even quite simple 
judgements in a second language, and that differences in typical word order be-
tween the first and second language may increase the difficulty. One important 
difference, however, is that syntactic effects were less strong than semantic ef-
fects in Booth et al.’s (2018) word order study, while syntactic effects were the 
main ones observed in the current, number order study. 

As we only studied Arabic-Hebrew bilinguals, it is difficult to tell whether the 
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participants had greater difficulty with syntactic processing in their second – and 
possibly even their first-language, because of having to deal with languages with 
contrasting number order systems, resulting in mutual interference; or whether 
syntactic processing would create similar difficulty in other bilinguals or even 
monolinguals. Future studies should investigate whether individuals would have 
similar difficulties with syntactic processing of two-digit numbers in a second 
language, even if it followed the same number order as the first language. It is 
also important to study monolingual Hebrew and Arabic participants, to inves-
tigate the relative role of specific language effects and the effects of using a first 
versus second language. The results of the present study suggest that the latter 
are more important, but a study including monolinguals would be necessary to 
confirm this. 

It is also desirable to look at order effects in calculation as well as in transcoding. 
In a previous study Ganayim & Ibrahim (2014) assessed the effect of language 

lexical-syntactic structure and magnitude semantic access on numerical 
processing de by contrasting the performance of Arabic/Hebrew bilinguals in a 
digital (Hindi-digits/Arabic-digits) and verbal numerical comparison task 
(Arabic, an inverted language: Units-Decades, Hebrew, a non-inverted language: 
Decades-Units). They found in the digital presentation format (Experiment 1) a 
regular distance effect in Arabic language-Hindi digits and Hebrew lan-
guage-Arabic digits, characterized by an inverse relation between reaction times 
and numerical distance with no difference in the mean reaction times of partici-
pants in Arabic-L1 and Hebrew-L2. This indicated that both lexical digits of 
two-digit numbers in L1 and L2 are similarly processed and semantically ac-
cessed. However, in the verbal presentation format (Experiment 2) a similar 
pattern of distance effect was found, but the mean reaction times in Arabic were 
lower than in Hebrew in each numerical distance. This indicated that the 
processing of two-digit number words in L1 and L2 is semantically accessed and 
determined by the syntactic structure of each language. 

The same was found in another study by Ganayim & Ibrahim (2014) who as-
sessed the effect of presentation language and format on the compatibility effect 
of two-digit numbers by contrasting performance of Arabic/Hebrew bilinguals 
in a digital (Hindi digits/Arabic digits) and verbal numerical comparison task. 
They found in digital presentation format a regular compatibility effect in Hindi 
digits and Arabic digits characterized by lower reaction-time (RT) means for 
compatible number pairs than incompatible ones with no difference in the RT 
means of participants in the two languages, Arabic language–Hindi digits as a 
mother tongue and Hebrew language: Arabic digits as a second language. How-
ever, in verbal presentation format, different patterns of compatibility effect 
were found in Arabic and Hebrew verbal numbers. In Arabic number words, a 
regular compatibility effect was found, while in Hebrew number words, no 
compatibility effect was found. This reflected the influence and modulation of 
the lexical-syntactic structure of the language in two-digit numbers comparison. 
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Evidently, these differences in the compatibility effect advocated and streng-
thened the claim that two-digit numbers comparison is influenced by the num-
ber’s presentation format. Different modes of presentation of two-digit numbers 
(digital vs. verbal) can lead to different number comparison styles. 

There is one study of a similar participant group, that suggests that compati-
bility between the language structure in arithmetical statements and in number 
names can influence performance. Prior et al. (2015) asked Arabic-Hebrew bi-
linguals to verify whether arithmetical statements were true or false. Participants 
carried out the task faster and more accurately for problems where the language 
structure corresponded to the structure of the arithmetical statement. For exam-
ple, in Arabic, “Five plus twenty equals five and twenty” and “5 + 20 = 25” were 
easier to verify than “twenty plus five equals twenty five” or “20 + 5 = 25”, while 
the reverse was true in Hebrew. This is presumably because the former was more 
compatible with number names of the form “five and twenty” and the latter with 
number names of the form “twenty-five”. It would be interesting to give partici-
pants both the arithmetical statement verification task and the transcoding tasks, 
and to examine relationships between the tasks in the first and second language. 

There is another factor that may have influenced the results. So far, we have 
mostly assumed that the inversion feature simply makes the Arabic number sys-
tem less transparent than the Hebrew number system, in the same way that the 
German number system is less transparent than the English number system. But 
there is another characteristic of the languages, which might work in the oppo-
site direction. Both Hebrew and Arabic, unlike European languages, are written 
from right to left. This means that in Arabic, the order of numbers in the verbal 
counting system corresponds to the direction of reading and writing, whereas in 
Hebrew it does not. Shaki et al. (2009) has suggested that this compatibility be-
tween the direction of writing and the order of numbers in the counting system 
may make the Arabic number system easier in some ways than the Hebrew 
number system. Future studies should directly compare transcoding in Arabic 
and Hebrew with transcoding in inverted and non-inverted European languages, 
to gain a greater understanding of the possible effects of such compatibility dif-
ferences. 

Apart from the specific findings, the present study confirms the view that 
cross-linguistic studies of basic mathematical skills can be of great theoretical 
and practical implementations this should be extended in future studies, both of 
transcoding and of other basic skills. 

From a practical standpoint, teaching mathematics programs in general, 
screening procedures of mathematical difficulties and diagnostic testing of dys-
calculia, intervention programs and treatment plans of mathematical disabilities 
and dyscalculia in special should take into account these findings. The present 
data suggest that teaching mathematics and math textbooks in first language-L1 
(as Arabic in the current study) is preferable than second language-L2 (as He-
brew in the current study) since accuracy and speed of math performance in the 
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first language is expected to be better even for adult bilinguals. The initial stage 
of teaching transcoding should begin with the numbers 11 to 19 and decade 
numbers eliciting less errors moving into the remaining two-digit numbers since 
these numbers require processing the numerical syntactic structure than for 
decade numbers, or numbers from 11 to 19, which require less attention to nu-
merical syntax. In math difficulties screening and diagnosis, error analysis of 
transcoding performance may be indicative of the level of the math difficulty. 
Omission and change errors in transcoding two-digit numbers are less frequent 
and may indicate basic level of math difficulty in the numerical lexicon while 
substitution errors may indicate such a difficulty in the numerical syntactic 
structure. 

One potential limitation of the present study is that reaction time was meas-
ured with stopwatches. In future studies, computerized measures of reaction 
time should be used, to gain greater precision, and to provide finer-grained 
comparisons of speed. 
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